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                                               CHAPTER 1

                                         THE DAYS AHEAD

          ....“But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all the
truth; for He will not speak on His own initiative, but whatever He hears, He will
speak; and He will disclose to you what is to come”....                                               
                                                                              John 16:13

                                 A "NECESSARY" HEALING WAVE

          The days ahead shall bring forth the release of a "necessary" healing wave
concerning those in the previous "prophetic" move who "allowed" themselves to
be wounded. Notice the quotation marks on the word "allowed". Despite the
horrendous treatment that many - if not all - received from the "resident
authorities" in the previous "prophetic move" of God a great number of these
servants of God - because of a "distinct" failure on their part to allow themselves
to be "properly" equipped by the Spirit of God - became "wounded" as a result of
either "lowering", or abandoning all together in the heat of battle, their shield of
faith. Thus, the Enemy was able to penetrate the "soft underbelly" of unbelief that
they held to because of their "refusal" to keep their eyes fixed on Jesus, (the Word
of God) and move in perfect accordance with a revelation of God's will at all
times.  Because of their continued disobedience (mental ascension and
presumption) to the will of God they did not have the necessary strength to fight
off the "spirit of unforgiveness" and thus Satan "was" able to keep them in a
severe form of bondage that literally rendered them - not only "impotent"
concerning the tearing down of the "deep strongholds" hindering the establishment
of the True Church (religious spirits - the spirit of antiChrist) - but almost
incredibly, they became vessels of persecution to the "help" that the Father, in His
tender mercy, sent to them for their perfect deliverance!

    ELITE KINGDOM TROOPS RESTORED TO BATTLE-READINESS

          In light of these things God is going to release a "special wave" of healing in
order to restore fully (resurrect) "all" those delegated authorities that held - and
may even continue to hold - "any" ground of unforgiveness towards those in the
"religious" hierarchy of the "worldly" church - who had been violently opposed to
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any aspect of the prophetic movement of God. But the Lord made it very clear to
me that only those who would "finally" let go of the ground of unforgiveness and
bitterness that had held them down for so long would receive their freedom. There
is no acceptance of or provision for the "wilful" (conscious) holding of
"unforgiveness" in the Kingdom of God! This "wave" of healing shall also expose
any "hidden" ground of unforgiveness and resentment and the end result shall be
"elite" Kingdom troops restored to "battle-readiness" and filled with a greater
degree of God's presence (glory) than ever before. All of this is very, very bad
news for Satan and his forces!

                                               THE "SHEPHERDS"

          The days ahead shall bring forth a "specific" outpouring of God's Spirit
upon those "shepherds" whose hearts are given to the Lord - but not yet quite
wholly (thus preventing them from receiving the "necessary" revelation
concerning the "local" Church and their reception of the apostles and prophets).
This move of God shall lead these "chosen ones" into a deep and thorough
repentance and this will immediately lead them into the "proper position" wherein
they shall finally be able to receive the aforementioned "necessary revelation".

A SUPERABUNDANT RELEASE OF THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM AND
REVELATION

          The Father will again release a "special anointing" which shall result in a
superabundant release of the Spirit of wisdom and revelation and "any" pastors
from the "previous regime" who had shown a reluctance to receive the apostles
and prophets and who, in this time, truly desire in their heart to walk in the
"fulness" of ministry shall receive the power and the anointing to join the "last
wave" of shepherds and together they shall enter into their "proper place" in the
True Local Churches - both individually and corporately. In the meantime the
Father has been raising up those who will - for the first time - walk in the "fulness"
of the office of "shepherd" - men and women who are so wholly given to the will
of God concerning His entire plan for His Glorious Church that they shall have
absolutely no trouble receiving all the "ministry gifts" into the midst of those they
directly feed and protect. 
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"ALL" GROUND OF UNFORGIVENESS - MUST BE "REMOVED"
FROM THOSE WHO WILL TRULY LEAD (SERVE) IN THE CHURCH IN
THIS LAST HOUR

          The days ahead shall bring forth a deep and burning revelation of the truth
that "unforgiveness" - "all" ground of unforgiveness - must be "removed" from
those who will truly lead (serve) in the Church in this last hour. This is the greatest
detriment to true ministry and the release of God's anointing within us. The days
ahead shall also bring forth the removal of all ground of "sin-consciousness" in the
midst of all those who truly love God. Those in "leadership" must forsake any
ground of "unforgiveness" in them in order that their eyes might finally see that
they are being used by the Evil One to condemn certain "true works" of God. The
time is drawing near that any who "kill" others - having "allowed" themselves to
be deceived into thinking that they are doing God some sort of favour - shall
"begin" to perish and literally will be stripped of "any" authority in the True
Church until such a time as a deep and thorough repentance before God and also
those they have "unknowingly" hindered. The Father shall now begin to remove
all "stumblingblocks" from before the face of those who truly love Him, in this
time. 

                                       "INFERIORITY COMPLEX"

          This "purging" of the ground of "unforgiveness" and "sin-consciousness" by
the Holy Fire of God - poured forth through His holy apostles and prophets - shall
remove any and every element of the "inferiority complex" that many of God's
children have "held to" and there shall come forth the greatest and deepest and
clearest revelation of the Blood of Jesus the Church has ever witnessed. This
"revelation" shall immediately begin to "elevate" each and every one of God's
children who truly love Him into the fulness of their inheritance in Christ and with
each passing day the Church, both individually and corporately, shall move forth
in the fulness of Her divine authority - no longer in any form of bondage to the
strongholds of "unworthiness" and "condemnation" that had held her down for so
long.
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Let us hear the words of the Father:

          ...."All of My children who will seek only to abide in My Word shall indeed
gain a deep, and most glorious, revelation of the "Blood"!....

                        THE ADVENT OF THE TRUE APOSTLES

        The days ahead shall bring forth the manifestation of the "fulness" of the
office of apostle and because of this every other office of the five-fold ministry
shall finally reach its "full" manifestation and potential in the local Church. The
advent of the true apostles shall begin a "rapid" birth and expansion of all five
offices (ministry gifts) within every true local congregation of God's people - both
in and through all those who will "partake" of the "special anointings" upon this
first of the last wave of the holy apostles and prophets! Through the anointing
abiding within the holy apostles and prophets the Father shall begin to "elevate"
all those of His people who truly love Him to heights heretofore "unseen" by them
and they shall begin to operate - for the first time - in the "fulness" of the authority
that is theirs in Christ - the Anointed One and His Anointing. 

A POWERFUL AND HEAVY ANOINTING OF TOTAL AND ABSOLUTE
"CONSECRATION"

          They shall go forth in such power and glory that all those who cross their
path shall be astounded. Those whose hearts are toward the Father and His Word -
to "any" degree - shall immediately come under a powerful and heavy anointing of
total and absolute "consecration" and from this place they shall go forth - even as
babes in Christ - to devastate every "stronghold" and "scheme" of Satan in their
path and the Holy Spirit shall literally multiply (expand) the Church at a rate that
is, in this time, "incomprehensible" to even the most sanctified of God's children!
Those who strive to "maintain" any degree of "religious" activity shall be forced to
"flee" from the anointing of Truth and Righteousness upon God's holy vessels in
this last hour, but they shall know deep within themselves that something is very
wrong. At first they will be deceived by the Evil One into thinking that it is what
they have witnessed in those the Father has placed in their path that is wrong, but
any who have even the smallest seed of the desire to love God shall gain the
necessary enlightenment. Thus, He shall lead them into their "proper" position
within the local Church and for the first time in their entire lives and ministries
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they shall be found to be serving Him in perfect righteousness - for they shall be
freed of ALL bondage to the "religious spirits" who had both controlled them and
used them to persecute (hinder) the true servants of God.

Let us hear the words of the Father:

“IN THESE DAYS I AM PLANTING THE SEEDS OF KNOWLEDGE AND
REVELATION IN THE HEARTS OF "ALL" THOSE WHO TRULY LOVE
ME”

          ...."As I seek to establish My spotless and unblemished Church in this last
hour, one can in no way "look" out upon the masses of My children and see what
needs to be seen. My next "key" move is the sending forth of the "final wave" of
My five-fold ministry. In these days I am planting the "seeds" of knowledge and
revelation in the hearts of "all" those who truly love Me and THEN as I send forth
My apostles and prophets, speaking the deepest thoughts and intentions of My
heart concerning My Church and My Kingdom, these consecrated and holy ones
of Mine - through their continued "willingness" to do all of My will - shall know
beyond a shadow of a doubt that the words which have been spoken through the
apostles and prophets are Mine, and they shall "freely" obey and conform
themselves to My wisdom for My Church in this last hour - and thus shall the
"true" Church which from before the creation of the earth was a "spiritual reality",
become a "physical" reality, crashing down the boundaries of time and space,
bringing the "true" light into the darkness, the holy into the secular and the sacred
into the profane - kingdom against kingdom! There is much that many of My
children have "mentally-ascended" to concerning "My" plan for the Church in this
last hour and unless they forsake their "own" ideas they shall never be in the "right
place" at the "right time" to make the "glorious connections" which I have
ordained for them"....

               GLORIOUS MARRIAGES AND GLORIOUS FAMILIES

          The days ahead shall bring forth the greatest resurrection and restoration
ever seen concerning the "family". Through the anointing upon the holy apostles
and prophets "every" scheme of Satan in the midst of the families who have "cried
out" to the Father for healing shall be both exposed and devastated and He shall
superabundantly pour forth His love and heal perfectly "every" rift and division -
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which had been both caused and "maintained" by the root of "unforgiveness" on
the part of one or many of the members. These "glorious families" shall then
immediately turn and seek out - by His Spirit - any other families in need of
healing and forgiveness and this shall begin a "chain reaction" that shall not only
set the captives free in the midst of the church, but shall "spill out" into their entire
sphere of existence (the world). Because of these things vast multitudes shall
experience "Divine Love" and they shall gain the immediate and necessary
revelation of God's Word that they need in order to come into that place which He
has for them concerning their families:

-   a place far above both the wiles and the destructive attacks of the Evil One.

- a place both ordered and sustained by "revelation knowledge".

- a place which shall be found to be "impenetrable" in any way by any "force"
which has its origin apart from God's Word and the Holy Spirit!

        THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FATHER'S "PERFECT ORDER

        The days ahead shall bring forth the establishment of the Father's "perfect
order" (true spiritual authorities in their perfect position within the Church) which
shall produce and sustain true spiritual authority in the Local Church(es). This
shall be "initiated" as "each and every one" of God's children throughout the entire
earth truly acknowledge Him in "all" their ways that "He" might direct their paths!
As the children of God are faithful to do this He shall either confirm their present
position as being correct and give them immediate and further instructions
concerning their part in the establishment of His True Church and/or He shall
reveal to them the "delegated authorities" He has raised up for their "protection"
and their edification. In most cases He shall lead them to His "selected" holy
apostles and prophets (particularly those who have already "received" their call to
the five-fold ministry) - and cause them to enter into "relationship" with them - in
and by the Holy Spirit. These things which I have just written have no "physical
boundaries"! Each and every assignment is unique to each and every one of God's
children and thus each and every assignment can only be revealed to them in their
perfect fellowship with Him. 
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Let us hear the words of the Father:

          ...."I direct this word of command to all those who truly love Me: Seek Me
diligently concerning both the "spiritual authorities" I have raised up for your
perfect edification - leading to the fulness of the ministry that I have called you to
- and seek Me diligently concerning your "specific" part in the establishment of
the Local Church"....

          It is extremely important that one not take any "preconceived notions"
concerning these things for as the Father establishes the Local Church throughout
the earth He shall - at any given time - use whosoever and whatsoever He deems
necessary to gain the "maximum results" He seeks in the lives and ministries of
His children! Time and space is of no consequence to the Father, and through His
holy apostles and prophets He shall move with lightning speed throughout the
earth in this final hour and shall establish His true spiritual authorities in the midst
of His people and He shall bring all those who truly love Him into their "proper
position" - both locationally and spiritually - regardless of where they have been or
where they thought they should be! 

                                         TRUE ACCOUNTABILITY

          The days ahead shall bring forth the "fulness" of the Father's vision and plan
for the "true" accountability before Him that He requires.

Let us hear the words of the Father:

"I DO NOT DESIRE A FIXED "ORGANIZATION" AMONGST MY
PEOPLE"

          ...."I have called My Church to submit themselves to My Word, and to My
Word alone, and it is to My "living" Word that they are "accountable". The hopes
of those who lean on flesh and blood for the "gratification" of their soul, shall be
brought to the place wherein they shall surely see the foolishness of their selfish
desires. I do not desire a fixed "organization" amongst My people; I desire for
them to live moment by moment, empowered by My Holy Spirit in all things, thus
allowing My life to flow spontaneously from their spirits"....
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       "I WEIGH THE THOUGHTS AND INTENTIONS OF THE HEART"

          ...."What most of My children have yet to realize fully is that I hold them
"accountable" for all of their "unconscious" motivations. For is it not written that I
"weigh the thoughts and intentions of the heart"? It is only as My children seek to
abide in My Word that their minds shall be renewed to a constant degree, wherein
they will be able to "discern" any motivation which has departed from a "perfect
love"....

"THEY STILL HOLD TO THE "BELIEF" THAT THERE IS "SOME
GOOD" IN THE FLESH'S ABILITY"

          ...."The very fact that any one of My children would attempt to form a
"board" (an "organized" official body) of accountability made up of "flesh and
blood" as the "final authority", on any given matter, only serves to reveal the fact
that they lack a revelation concerning "accountability" to Me first and foremost. It
also reveals the fact that they still hold to the "belief" that there is "some good" in
the flesh's ability to walk in My perfect will or please Me in any way"....

"IT IS TIME FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF MY CHILDREN TO WAKE
UP!"

          ...."Many of those walking in a "position of leadership" in the church at this
time are running to and fro "being accountable" to "flesh and blood", but this
"accountability" is not of Me! It is simply the seeking after the "approval" of
others and is rooted and grounded in the fear of what man thinks! Truly I say to
you, in this time I shall deal "thoroughly" with these "prideful" ones and I shall
send forth My holy apostles and prophets in order to show them what "true
accountability" really is:  the measure of one's obedience toward My will (Word)
and Spirit! These aforementioned "prideful ones" remain in the place wherein they
are "sustained" by a great "self-satisfaction" but truly I say to you, "I" am not
satisfied and thus, I shall expose the true motivation of "every one" of My
children's "works" - righteous or unrighteous - and all shall clearly see those who
have loved (obeyed) Me and those who have not! Always remember this:  the true
"stamp of approval" (accountability) comes first and foremost from Me. For what
do I have to do with the folly of carnal men and women being "found accountable"
before other carnal men and women! Truly I say to you, nothing! For this
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self-exaltive action is simply the product of a "spirit of idolatry"! Is it not written
that I am a "jealous" God?  Truly I say to you, it is time for the vast majority of My
children to "wake up" and come into the place wherein they "maintain" a
"soberness" of spirit before Me. For these are the days wherein I shall "tear down"
by My Spirit - the Spirit of judgement and burning - the "social structures" that
have hindered greatly the true "sanctification" that I desire for each one of My
children - the true sanctification without which no one can "see" Me or "hear" My
voice! Let all those who truly love Me hearken to these words I have just spoken
in order that I might continually "elevate" them and thus, spring them into the
"proper position" I have for them within My church. For it is only from this
position that one's "accountability" is valid!"....

          ...."All "true accountability" has both its beginning and its end in My Throne
Room - before My face!"....

                        THE GLORIOUS HANDMAIDENS (DAUGHTERS)

          The days ahead shall bring forth the "release" of the "handmaidens" of the
Lord into the "fulness" of ministry. Satan has been enabled - through the unbelief
and self-exaltive practices of many men in "leadership" positions - to keep many
of the women who are called to an office of ministry out of their proper place in
the Lord's scheme of things. I praise the Father that this is ending for His
judgement is upon His household and this "evil practice" is surely one of the first
things that will be consumed by "Holy Fire"! It is getting very near that time
wherein the Father is going to release His bondservants [sons] and His "daughters"
[handmaidens] in "full force" and they shall be used to unleash a "particular
devastation" on Satan and his forces that God has held back until this final hour.
"Every" tradition and doctrine and "mental ascension" that has kept women in
bondage in the church - UP UNTIL THIS TIME - shall be totally abolished and
because of this vast multitudes shall be set free and immediately turn and join in
the pursuit of Satan until he is consumed! 

THE INTERNET AND EMAIL - INCREASINGLY EFFECTIVE TOOLS
FOR THE BODY OF CHRIST

          The days ahead shall see an escalation in the use of the Internet and email
for the purpose of "glorious connections", prayer and true apostolic and prophetic
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proclamation. These "tools" shall also be used powerfully in continually helping to
reveal the Father's plan for the establishment of the True Church - and His
Kingdom. The Father is making "glorious connections" throughout the earth
between all those of His children whose "hearts" are wholly given. Where some of
these "connections" take us in our remaining time in this dispensation only eternity
can fully reveal. The Holy Spirit has shown me that the internet and email will
become an increasingly effective tool for the Body of Christ in the area of prayer -
particularly as the children of God begin to receive a deeper revelation of true,
"authoritative" prayer. All who abide in the fulness of their authority in Christ will
continually speak the "word of command" into any given situation (prayer concern
brought forth) and the power of God to deliver shall go forth to destroy "any"
yokes or remove "any" burdens - regardless of their "apparent" difficulty. 

Let us hear the words of the Father:

                          “GREAT AND GLORIOUS CONNECTIONS”

          ...."I shall begin - and have already begun - to establish "great" and
"glorious" connections throughout My entire Body by this work (the Internet and
email) and these "connections" shall go forth in great power to release the
"fulness" of My vision (plan) concerning the "Local Church" in their particular
locality. And they shall continue to draw upon the "anointings" in their midst and
in their "continued" fellowship - in and by My Spirit - they shall never "wane"
(decrease), but rather they shall continually increase and expand and thus shall
they fulfil entirely and perfectly the "ministry" - both individually and corporately
- that I have anointed them to carry out in this final hour!"....

                                           SPIRITUAL BEARINGS

          It is in this time that the Father is beginning to reveal the "depths" (and yet
"simplicity") of His plan for the establishment of His True (Glorious) Church and
it is very important for each of us to share the "revelation(s)" that He has blessed
us with - in obedience to the Holy Spirit - in order that those who are seeking their
"proper position" within the "local Church" might be able to gain their "spiritual
bearings" in this hour. I believe that as we are diligent day by day to hear the voice
of the Holy Spirit and as we set ourselves in perfect agreement for the
establishment of the "fulness" of God's plan concerning all things then all things
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shall continually become evident to us as we proceed in a "holy caution".  The
"Local Church" shall become a reality in the earth through an abiding, perfect
obedience on the part of those in "leadership" continually drawing (elevating) all
those "up" (all those who are called to that specific position or work within the
Body of Christ) into that specific work by the Spirit of Love (obedience) and Truth
(righteousness). Obedience in every small detail concerning the daily operation of
carrying out the Father's business shall cause those He has "ordained" to appear on
the scene to do "their" part in His perfect ordering and timing and they shall have
"revelation(s)" He has placed upon their heart burning brightly! Let us take no
"preconceived notions" in this or any other Kingdom matter, for they only serve to
limit the Father in carrying out the "fulness" of His plans and prevent the
"maximum (perfect) results" He so desires. 

                    THE END OF ALL FOOLISH CONTROVERSIES

          The days ahead shall bring forth the end of all "foolish controversies" - and
the "spirits of self-exaltation" behind them - in the midst of all those who truly
love God. The Father has shown me that He will call to account every "idle word"
spoken in the midst of His people. Every word spoken shall be exposed
immediately for what it is due to a great release of the "revelatory gifts" (word of
knowledge, word of wisdom, discerning of spirits) in the Body of Christ in these
days - and thus shall the "unwholesome word" be removed from the midst of God's
people. 

Paul's exhortation to:

     ...."let no unwholesome word proceed from your mouth but only such a word as
is good for edification, according to the need of the moment, that it may give
[impart] grace to those who hear"....                                                                             
                                                                                        Ephesians 4:29 

          shall become a divine "reality" in the midst of all those who truly love God.
This will result in a "great acceleration" of the spoken word coming to pass -
whether that word was spoken in faith and love or in fear and self- exaltation
(hatred). Jesus will "finally" be given His rightful Lordship over our "words" in
the days ahead! It is the great responsibility of every child of God - and most
certainly the apostles and prophets! - to let no "unwholesome" word proceed from
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their mouth. Jesus has said that every one of our words shall be judged and so they
shall! Let us with holy reverence guard our hearts (mouths) with "all" diligence
that we might continually speak words of life and light and love to all those who
cross our path. 

Let us hear the words of the Father:

"THE WORDS THAT ONE SPEAKS IN THIS LAST HOUR ARE COMING
TO PASS IN A CONTINUALLY GREATER DEGREE OF
ACCELERATION!"

          ...."The words that one speaks in this last hour are coming to pass in a
continually greater degree of acceleration! The reason that this is so, and shall
continue to be so, is because the "warfare" between the "kingdoms" - the Kingdom
of Heaven and the "kingdom" of darkness (the world) - has heightened it to such a
great degree that the "residents" of each kingdom are becoming more and more
proficient with their "believing mechanism". To those whose feet are firmly
entrenched in the world ; their fear, and their "allegiance" to it, has become so
perfected - due to the continuous onslaught of the Evil One and his schemes
against them - that they truly “believe” in their heart (without being "conscious" of
it in their mind) the lies of the Evil One. That is, those who are bound by darkness,
are for the most part unaware of not only the words that they speak (in fear), but
also of their devastating effect upon themselves and upon all those who cross their
path! On the other hand all those of My beloved children whose feet are firmly
planted in My Kingdom, and upon My Word have had their "faith" developed to
such a high degree that in this time their "words" - which are a product of My
words abiding in their heart and the pure motivations that continually arise from
within (spiritual impulses) - shall immediately begin to penetrate, not only the
hearts of all those who come with "hearing" but also their words shall begin to
change immediately "any" physical circumstances or situations that need changing
and truly I say to you, the earth shall see more "miracles" take place in the time
between now and the "catching away" of My Church than have been seen in the
entire history of mankind! 
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                           "THIS IS THE TIME OF FINAL PREPARATION"

          This is the time of the "final preparation" of My spotless and unblemished
Church! This is the time wherein all those who truly love Me shall lay aside any
and all ground of strife and division between them in the Spirit of true unity
(love). And thus, as they finally "approach" the vast amounts of revelation
knowledge available to them - revelation knowledge that is both entering in and
expanding to a continually greater - day by day - the "fulness" of the former and
latter "rains" shall merge. And the product of this shall surely cause the
instantaneous release of My pure and unadulterated power (life) and the "lid of
darkness" that has kept the captives in bondage shall be ripped apart and so shall
My light enter into even the "stronghold of strongholds" and in that instant all
those remaining in the earth shall make the decision in their heart to love Me or to
run from Me and truly I say to you, those who run to Me shall be led immediately
into the place from which they shall begin to fulfil My highest will and purpose
for them until the catching away of the Church. And all those who run from Me
shall run - in their fear and rebellion - into that place in which they shall begin to
fulfil the fulness of the "ministry of death and darkness". For by the rebellious
decision of their heart they shall become mere "pawns" in the schemes of the Evil
One - to be held captive and be completely dominated by the spirit of
antichrist!"....

                               THE WEALTH OF THE WICKED

          The days ahead shall see the "full manifestation" of the wealth of the wicked
(world) being transferred into the hands of the righteous - those who "dwell" in the
presence of the Lord. The Father has shown me that it is now "His" time to fully
establish the "Local Church" throughout the entire earth and, therefore,
"incomprehensible" amounts of material resources and financial wealth shall be
"released" into the hands of His "obedient ones" - who will then turn and, with a
"pin-point accuracy", use this tremendous wealth to both establish the True
Church and "properly" evangelize the nations. Thus shall the "Gospel of the
Kingdom" sweep the entire earth and this will cause a continually greater release
(outpouring) of the Holy Spirit with each passing day until the task (harvest) is
completed.
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THE FATHER IS GOING TO REVEAL THE DEPTHS OF HIS
CHARACTER AND FATHERHOOD TO A CONTINUALLY GREATER
DEGREE

          In the days ahead the Father is going to reveal the depths of His character
and Fatherhood to a continually greater degree. It is His very strong desire that
each and every one of His beloved children come into that place of a perfect and
intimate fellowship with Him on a daily basis.

Let us hear the words of the Father:

"A FIRE THAT SHALL CONSUME EVERY MISREPRESENTATION 
AND LIE CONCERNING ME"

          ...."I shall abide in My holy apostles and prophets and they shall abide in
Me. And I shall reveal Myself (My Fatherhood) through them wherever they go
and in whatever they speak. And I shall bless (empower) them with a "special
anointing" of My "Holy Fire" - a Fire that shall consume every
"misrepresentation" and "lie" concerning Me. And this "anointing of Fire" shall
also release great waves of healing and restoration in the wake of the path that I
shall lead them on. And I shall lead them to many and I shall lead many to them
for truly I say to you, the multitudes shall see a "great light" and as that great light
exposes any and every "ground of irreconciliation" concerning their relationships
with their "fathers" and "mothers" - and therefore their "irreconciliations" with Me
- I shall supernaturally heal and restore all who will simply cast down any
remaining ground of "unforgiveness" within them - for I cannot and will not
honour unforgiveness in any way, shape or form!

"MANY SHALL COME - FOR THE FIRST TIME - INTO A PROPER
RELATIONSHIP WITH ME"

          Because of these things many shall come, for the first time, into a "proper"
relationship with Me and truly I say to you, from this place they shall "then" take
their true position of leadership (servanthood) within the Body of Christ and in
"their" perfect restoration there shall "immediately" come forth a great and
glorious restoration of the "family" and a great and glorious restoration of true
spiritual authority in the midst of all those who truly love Me. And there shall not
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be "any" religious spirit found to be "standing" in their path! And thus, shall the
final stages of My great and glorious plan come to pass and in that moment I shall
receive My precious sons and daughters into My very presence for eternity!"....

THE IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING A CLEAR AND ETERNAL
PERSPECTIVE

          Eternity has literally begun for us, as Christians. Everything that is being
said and done by us now is having a distinct effect upon our "positioning" - both
now and in the ages to come. As faithful servants of God we must maintain - with
a perfect diligence - a clear, eternal perspective. The more that Satan can get the
child of God to "focus" on the natural realm (self) the more he can control them!
But if we both have, and maintain, eternal perspective we can move freely and
flow freely in the Spirit KNOWING (by faith) that we are accomplishing
everything that the Father has called and empowered us to accomplish. 

     "A GLORIOUS TIME IS UPON US - A TIME  LIKE NO OTHER !"

           Many things are unfolding in these days and it should cause a great
excitement to rise up in the heart that is faithful and pure! Our God is in control -
and He is indeed God Almighty! A glorious time - like no other - is upon us! All
those who are faithful and obedient to God are about to enter into a realm they
never thought possible this side of Heaven! But let it be clearly understood:
ONLY those who are "wholly given" to God - those diligently seeking to walk in
obedience to their "heavenly calling" at ALL cost to themselves will enter into the
fulness of that glorious "Kingdom-position".

"WE ARE GOING TO BEGIN TO SEE UNHINDERED EXPLOSIONS OF
GOD'S POWER THROUGH HIS PEOPLE"

          We are called - as the Glorious Church - to be imparters of the life and light
and love and truth and wisdom of God! In this final hour, as the Glorious Church
begins to rise up in the earth, we are going to begin to see unhindered explosions
of God's power through His people. This will literally turn the "world" upside
down! We should no longer be a people who are attempting to maintain the "status
quo", but rather a people who are constantly and diligently seeking the fulness of
the Father's will and plan for the remainder of this dispensation. The things which
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are about to manifest in the glorious days ahead are literally "incomprehensible" to
even the most sanctified intellect, and this is precisely why we MUST be a people
who walk entirely by revelation knowledge - a people who are "fused" into the
mind of Christ. We must be a people who are "acclimatized" - spirit, soul and body
to the presence and the ways of God. In this final hour, the failure of one to put
themselves in a position to be "acclimatized" will most certainly cause them to be
"paralyzed" (both spiritually and physically) in their "attempt" to carry out the will
of God - the reason being, they neglected the intimate fellowship that the Father
required of them, and thus they have no "revelation" of His heart or plan.

                                             "SHOCK AND AWE"

          Events which manifest in the physical (natural) realm are ALWAYS a
prelude (pattern, type and symbol) to the fulness of the Father's plan concerning
the Church, the nations and Israel.  Consequently, we can pick up some things
from present world events. In the past the Church has had many minor - and
perhaps some major - skirmishes with Satan and his forces, pertaining to the
strongholds he has established throughout the centuries. One of the key
manifestations of the Glorious Church will be that we will be a people who are on
a "search and destroy" mission that will take on the same characteristic as the
"shock and awe" tactics witnessed a short time ago - the main mission being to
take down the principalities and powers. 

IN OUR WAKE THERE WILL BE A PATH LEADING TO FREEDOM
THAT PEOPLE CAN READILY FOLLOW - IF THEY TRULY DESIRE
TO BE FREE"

          As all of these things begin to unfold we are going to see a great
manifestation of God's presence in the earth and, thus, many great and wondrous
things shall happen. The people of God will be so busy carrying out the Father's
will with a "pin-point accuracy" that many glorious things shall unfold - and in our
wake there will be a path leading to freedom that people can readily follow - IF
they truly desire to be free. If they do not they will run further and further into
darkness and rebellion. The plan of the spirit of Antichrist continues and continues
and continues, but the reality is that God is unfolding HIS plan according to His
perfect purpose. Regardless of what Satan would like to do in any given time,
when God decides to move He simply moves through His people and their prayers
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and the Devil and his schemes MUST cease and desist in that time.

A DEEP AND ABIDING REVELATION OF THE CROSS MUST BE
FOUND IN THE HEART OF ALL THOSE WHO WOULD TRULY LIVE
FOR GOD

In this last of the last hour only those who have laid their lives down
ENTIRELY shall be found fit for the carrying out of the "true" Kingdom works
that the Father so desires to manifest in this season. It is for this very reason that a
deep and abiding revelation of the Cross must be found in the heart of all those
who would truly live for God. Without a deep and abiding revelation of the futility
(vanity) of anything that is apart from Christ then one shall SURELY be found on
the outside looking in - as the Glorious Church radically impacts the world in this
hour. In these days we must not be found viewing those things which surround us
in any sort of natural (spiritual) progression. These are the days wherein the
atmosphere of the Kingdom shall overtake and consume all those whose hearts are
wholly given to God - all those truly seeking first the establishment of God's
Kingdom, first in the hearts of men and then physically in the earth. What is about
to happen has never been seen in the earth before - apart from a few glorious
glimpses over the centuries and thus we must be a people who have allowed
themselves to be perfectly prepared in every way -from on high. As the prophet
Malachi wrote so many years ago, we shall once again be able to distinguish
between those who truly serve God and those who do not (those who love God
with all of their heart and those who do not) - as the Glorious Church enters into
the fulness of her authority in Christ. As the Church becomes a holy and pure
vessel in the hands of the Father a great light shall begin to shine forth which shall
expose every work of darkness in its path - setting all those who truly desire to be
set free - free indeed!

THESE ARE THE DAYS WHEREIN THE BODY OF CHRIST SHALL BE
FOUND ACCOUNTABLE FOR EVERY LAST BIT OF REVELATION
KNOWLEDGE THAT HAS BEEN RELEASED INTO THE HEARTS OF
GOD'S PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE AGES

          These are the days wherein the Body of Christ shall be found accountable
for EVERY last bit of revelation knowledge that has been released into the hearts
of God's people throughout the ages. Rather than this being a confusing thing it is
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exactly the opposite! Why? Because each and every pure-hearted Christian has the
Holy Spirit continually working in them and revealing to them that which they
"need" to know to bring their individual part to the corporate Body - and thus
bring to manifestation the corporate plan of the Father for the Church. There is
only one thing that can complicate the life of a Christian - that is, "holding fast" to
anything or anyone that is apart from Christ. If the child of God will keep their
eyes "fixed" upon Jesus - the Word of God - (Who, I might add, is sitting at the
right hand of the Father in the heavenly places), THEN not only shall their life
remain a life built entirely upon a simple obedience, but they shall also be found
gaining a continually deeper revelation of the "absoluteness" of God. In gaining
this continually deeper revelation of His holiness they shall enter into (and remain
steadfast in) a glorious cycle of true "Kingdom-living". 

                           MANY HAVE LOST SIGHT OF THE VISION

          Many have stood by over a period of many years and watched prophecy
after prophecy after prophecy come forth and pass them by because of a lack of
understanding - a "lack" due to an improper heart-position. They have watched
season after season after season pass them by without them truly understanding
and recognizing the significance of that which the Father was seeking to carry out
in that hour - for them individually and concerning their part in His corporate plan.
As simply as I can explain it, this season that all those who are truly seeking God
are about to enter into is much, much different than the seasons of the past. In this
season before us shall come the call to an absolute accountability for ALL that
which the Father has revealed to the individual believer's heart. Many have lost
sight of the divine "vision", and many have let go of the wondrous revelation that
at one time consumed their heart - and thus consumed their EVERY thought and
desire. Because of these things, it is very important for every last Christian to seek
the Holy Spirit daily in this hour - asking Him to refresh their heart and restore the
vision (if necessary) and also for accurate direction for the very day they have
entered into. 

EVERY CHILD OF GOD SHALL BE CALLED TO A PERFECT AND
ABSOLUTE ACCOUNTABILITY BEFORE THE FATHER

          Only those who are rooted and grounded in the love (character) of God shall
be found seeking - and thus receive - the necessary empowerment to take the next
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step in the course that the Father has set out for them in these days. The day has
come wherein EVERY child of God shall be called to a perfect and absolute
accountability before the Father (divine judgement), and the very first thing that
they shall be called to accountability for is: are they walking in divine faith or are
they not? All those who have laid down EVERY element of self-desire
(self-agenda) - and thus have continually allowed the desires of the Father's heart
to "flood" their heart - shall be literally "catapulted" (launched) spiritually into a
place where they shall begin to walk non-stop supernaturally until the catching
away of the Church. If in these days one chooses to "affix" themselves to their
own understanding - having forsaken the glorious revelation(s) that had once
consumed their heart - and thus their every motivation - THEN they shall surely
enter into the "outer darkness" (a place outside the Kingdom), totally justified in
their own thinking that that which they are doing and saying is somehow
glorifying God when, in reality, the root desire within them remains to hold that
glory for themselves. 

                                      THESE ARE SERIOUS DAYS!

          These are serious days! All that which has been prophesied by the true
apostles and true prophets shall now come to pass in ways that will both confirm
the heart of the Father and establish all those who truly love Him - in the secret
place of His presence. This is where the empowerment for one to walk "non-stop
supernaturally" shall come from in these days - and ONLY from this place of
perfect obedience and perfect fellowship with Him.

                          GREAT DESTINY AND PERFECT PURPOSE

          Sometimes it takes longer for the revelation of God's Word to move from
our head (initial understanding) to our heart (the entrance of divine light) then we
would like, but of course in the process every ground of fear and self-desire is
exposed and removed, and the light and love of God shed abroad in that vacated
space. There is no doubt that we are getting down to the nitty gritty as far as this
new season of "divine prosperity" goes - and so the Father is fine-tuning and
perfectly preparing each one of His faithful ones for great destiny and perfect
purpose which lies just ahead for them. We must just continue to seek His face
daily - for that is where the great grace and perfect empowerment which is
necessary are imparted. 
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THIS IS THE TIME OF THE GREATEST SEPARATION EVER SEEN IN
THE BODY OF CHRIST

          This is the time of the greatest separation ever seen in the Body of Christ.
One will be found abiding in the Holy Spirit (the Spirit of Love) or under the
control of a spirit of Korah or one of the other spirits of rebellion (Jezebel etc.).
Therefore, we must be found pursuing the love of God with all of our heart lest we
be found standing on the wrong side in this most critical hour.

                     THE THIRD DAY ANOINTING OF JESUS CHRIST 

          These are the days wherein there shall be a great release of what one might
term "the Third Day Anointing of Jesus Christ". As one opens their heart fully to
receive the incorruptible seed of God's Word - both spoken and written -
THENthe Father, by His Spirit is faithful to bring that "implanted seed" into a full
blown revelation. As that faithful and obedient one continues to guard their heart
with ALL diligence THEN - in that environment - the seed of revelation
knowledge abiding in their heart shall increase and continually give them the
divine assurance that they know exactly what they need to know in any given
moment - according to the Father's most holy purpose for their life and ministry. It
is certain that in these days all those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom - and
their glorious position in it - are about to transcend the "natural", and the natural
way of thinking that has plagued the church - up until this time - in many areas.

TWO FOUNDATIONAL BASICS FOR ENTRANCE INTO THE FULNESS
OF KINGDOM LIVING

          The "Divine Requirement" is to love the Lord your God with ALL  your
heart, with ALL your soul (mind, will, emotions), and with ALL your strength.
That is the totality and absoluteness of the Divine Requirement! That is where
ALL things pertaining to the Kingdom and the true Christian life begin and that is
where they end! It also includes everything else in between - as long as that holy
requirement is adhered to, through one's continued faithfulness and obedience to
the will of the Father. These are truly the days wherein every child of God needs to
put Him first in ALL things. They need to understand that (paraphrasing the words
that Jesus spoke) if they put ANYTHING or ANYONE above Him THEN they are
not fit (able-prepared) to be His disciple. Those words, of course, did not come
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forth in a spirit of criticism or self-exaltation - they came forth in the Spirit of
Love and the Spirit of Truth, and what it literally means is this: if the child of God
"allows" idolatry to remain in their life to ANY degree - in any way, shape or form
- they THEN are not fit to enter into what the Father has "gloriously" planned for
ALL those who truly love Him. Where we are going - both individually and
corporately - in these days has not been seen apart from a few glimpses over the
past twenty centuries. Only those whose hearts are pure in this last hour will see!
See what? Whatever they need to "see" to fulfill the Father's destiny for their life
and ministry. 

 THE KEY CATALYST TO RECEIVING ALL THAT ONE NEEDS DAILY

          The second foundational basic is intimate fellowship with the Father and
His Word in the "inner chamber". We need to be a people who partake of the
fulness that the Father has provided for us in Christ and the key catalyst to
receiving ALL that one needs daily is to have an intimate relationship with the
Father and with His Word. True Christian living is not a game or a pastime
(amusement)! It is not something we decide how or where or when. It is - and
MUST be - totally on the Father's terms - and therefore the entire Christian life
must be both fuelled and sustained by revelation knowledge of His Will (Word).
What the Father requires concerning the "inner chamber" is different for each
member of the Body, but it IS required of each member of the Body. 

LOVE IS THE GREATEST POWER IN THE UNIVERSE AND IT IS LOVE
- AND LOVE ALONE - THAT WILL WIN THE WORLD!

I was given a title for a teaching a few years ago. It was entitled, "Intimacy -
The Key To The Fulness Of Transition". The "transition" into what? - the
transition into the "fulness" of Kingdom-living, the transition into the fulness of
one's inheritance in Christ - which is the FULNESS of salvation ("soeteria" - the
assured deliverance from every temporal evil). That is a message that we, as the
Glorious Church, will impart - first to a church that has fallen far short of the
Glory through a continued adherence to "self" and the self-effort and self-agenda
that it produces, and then we will take that message to the world so that they will
see the Living Christ - as He truly is and come to know the heart of the Father's
love towards them. Love is the greatest power in the universe - indeed, God is
Love! Therefore, it will be the love of God abiding in, and flowing through, a holy
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people - the unfading manifestation of God's presence in His Church (hence the
expression "unfading Glory") that will win the world. That is the Father's plan -
and it is a good one!

       IT IS A PLACE THAT SATAN AND HIS FORCES CANNOT GO!

          In defining the term "inner chamber": it is the place where one enters into
that intimate fellowship with the Father and His Word. It is the place where
EVERY child of God can go, and it is a place that Satan and his forces cannot go!
In this last of the last hour, we are going to be a Church that abides in this place of
intimate fellowship with God. Yes, all of these things are possible and we are
going to have to get our "thinking" elevated concerning them. The fact is that
Jesus IS Lord, and ALL that has been provided for us through Him (every spiritual
blessing [empowerment] in the heavenly places) is real! We need to be those who
partake of them - in order that we might be found walking with both feet in the
Kingdom. One cannot - and will not - impart Christ (the Anointed One and His
Anointing) apart from that which they have received from the Throne Room in the
"inner chamber"! 

                  WE NEED TO BE ELEVATED IN OUR THINKING

          Up until this time there has been much fleshy striving - and much going on
where Satan is concerned in the church, but the Father - through a holy and
faithful people - is about to drive Satan and His forces out of the midst of all those
who truly love Him (the Father), and from that place of true spiritual environment
the daily "increase" in the Glorious Church on every level will be almost too hard
to comprehend. In light of ALL these things it is clear then that we need to be
elevated in our thinking - and NEVER base it (our thinking) upon what has
happened in the past or what we "think" might happen in the future. The Father is
revealing His plan to those who are faithful and He is going to empower them to
walk in it with, again, a pin-point accuracy.

                                              GRACE - KINGDOM

          The "inner chamber" is the place of perfect empowerment! What does that
mean? It means that it does not matter what one is called to, they will be perfectly
empowered, in any given moment, to do or say whatever they need to do or say -
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by the grace of God (which is His divine empowerment. We are a Church that will
operate in "great grace" in this last of the last hour and, thus, we will be a Church
that has a burning revelation of that word. We will also be a Church that has a
burning revelation of the word "Kingdom" - and what that truly means in Christ!
Grace and Kingdom will no longer be words that are "bandied about" loosely -
while not being lived out according to the most holy purpose of the Father.

             A "SIGN" THAT THE WORLD CAN EASILY DISREGARD

          The world needs to see a Church that walks continually above hypocrisy
(dishonesty - duplicity). Any child of God who remains in bondage to the "spirit of
the world" is a vessel of hypocrisy - going somewhere to happen. They do not
have a revelation of the truth in their heart and, thus, EVERYTHING they do and
aspire to is for themselves - and NOT for the glory of God. If a child of God is
found living after their "own" desires then they become walking hypocrites, and
they become a "sign" that the world can easily disregard - as far as true spiritual
matters go! The world will not be able to disregard the Glorious Church though,
and in these days the Father is going to bring every last person walking the face of
the earth to the point of decision - through a holy people who perfectly represent
Him. Some will make the wrong choice with eyes "wide open", but many will
come into not only the New Birth, but the baptism of the Holy Spirit and the
baptism in holy fire! From this place they shall enter into the fulness of
Kingdom-living to spend the rest of their days living wholly for the Lord Jesus
Christ. This is the reality of the Father's plan for this final hour - and we must be
ready to do our part!

NOW THE PLAN OF GOD FOR THIS FINAL HOUR SHALL COME TO
THE FOREFRONT - AND IT IS A GOOD ONE: IT IS HIMSELF! 

          In this last of the last hour there shall be the release of an anointing of a total
and absolute consecration in the midst of those who truly love God. This anointing
is real and we shall become a people who are literally "driven" (that is a good
thing) by the Holy Spirit with an intensity that this world has never seen before -
on a corporate level in the Church. It will be the continual release of a perfect love
and the perfect manifestation of the Father's presence and power in the earth. This
is where our mind-set must be in the days ahead - as the Glorious Church. The
church at large has played around long enough. There have been multiplied
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"plans" and "programs" in the decades past. Now the plan of God for this final
hour shall come to the forefront - and it is a good one. It is - Himself!

THEY WILL MOVE WITH A PIN-POINT ACCURACY - BASED UPON
THE REVELATION KNOWLEDGE ALREADY ABIDING IN THEIR
HEART

          In these days there shall be a supernatural release of the Spirit of wisdom
and revelation in the inner man of all those whose heart is wholly given to God. It
is from the place of an abiding revelation of the will and heart of the Father that
the child shall continually know what they need to know in any given moment. It
is also from this position that the "glorious connections" shall be established in the
Body of Christ throughout the earth. Why? Because the individual believer has a
"revelation" of what they are supposed to be doing - and where they are supposed
to be doing it. In this place of rest there is NO striving through the mind of the
flesh and, thus, there is no "mental ascension" to any element of God's Word
(Will). In other words, people will not be attempting to try and bring people
together or "attempt" to build the Church by their own strength and understanding,
rather they will move with a pin-point accuracy - based upon the revelation
knowledge already abiding in their heart.

ONE SHALL COME TO KNOW THE DEEPEST THOUGHTS AND
INTENTIONS OF THE FATHER'S HEART - AND ALSO THE
PERFECTION OF HIS CHARACTER AND GREAT LOVE TOWARDS
THEM

          Another aspect of this exponential increase in revelation knowledge shall be
that one shall come to know the deepest thoughts and intentions of the Father's
heart and also the perfection of His character and great love towards them. This
alone shall cause (empower) one to transcend any and every scheme of the Evil
One and shall produce a "divine restoration" in whatever area is needed. This fact
alone shall do great harm to Satan and his schemes throughout the earth - for he
shall no longer have any ground to work from in the midst of those who truly love
God - those who have been restored perfectly to the place of abiding in an absolute
faith, working through a perfect love.
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                  HOLINESS IS THE KEY WORD FOR THE HOUR!

          Holiness is the key word for the hour! The main concern of all those who
truly love God - those who truly desire to serve Him (glorify Him to the greatest
degree in all that they do and say) is faith, love, obedience - leading to holiness. It
is from this proper spiritual (heart) positioning that ALL true doctrine springs
forth. All false doctrine is rooted and grounded in rebellion and the seemingly
endless error that is coming forth from many pulpits is causing great havoc in the
church. But the Father is gathering those who truly love Him, and in THESE days
we shall once again be able to distinguish those who truly serve Him and those
who do not - those who truly love Him and those who do not!

May the Father bless you - and may you enter into the “fulness” of all that
He has called you to in our remaining time in this dispensation. May He be
glorified to the greatest degree in all that you do, and may all those who cross your
path in "the days ahead" experience the Father's "greatest blessing"
(empowerment) in their lives and ministries - because of your faithfulness and 
obedience.
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